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We present Essentia 2.0, an open-source C++ library for
audio analysis and audio-based music information retrieval
released under the Affero GPL license. It contains an extensive collection of reusable algorithms which implement
audio input/output functionality, standard digital signal processing blocks, statistical characterization of data, and a
large set of spectral, temporal, tonal and high-level music descriptors. The library is also wrapped in Python and
includes a number of predefined executable extractors for
the available music descriptors, which facilitates its use
for fast prototyping and allows setting up research experiments very rapidly. Furthermore, it includes a Vamp plugin
to be used with Sonic Visualiser for visualization purposes.
The library is cross-platform and currently supports Linux,
Mac OS X, and Windows systems. Essentia is designed
with a focus on the robustness of the provided music descriptors and is optimized in terms of the computational
cost of the algorithms. The provided functionality, specifically the music descriptors included in-the-box and signal
processing algorithms, is easily expandable and allows for
both research experiments and development of large-scale
industrial applications.

of Vamp plugins 2 were developed by different researchers
for computation and visualization of music descriptors using hosts such as Sonic Visualiser software [13], Sonic
Annotator, 3 and Audacity. 4 Apart from these software
tools, there is the online service Echonest, 5 which provides a collection of audio features for any uploaded track
via an API. This service, however, does not disclose the
implementation details of the features offered to a user,
which might be a significant limitation at least in the context of academic research. The above-mentioned tools provide different limited sets of descriptors, and require different programming languages (Matlab, C++, Java) and software environments (standalone GUI-based or commandline applications, running within a Vamp host) to be extracted. The feature sets vary from tool to tool and one
may have to combine different tools in order to obtain the
desired expanded combination of features. The comparative overview of the majority of the available tools is presented in [50]. Surely, all the above-mentioned tools are
very important for the research community, nevertheless
we believe there is a lack of generic robust tools which
provide more comprehensive sets of state-of-the-art music
descriptors and are optimized for faster computations on
large collections.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. ESSENTIA 2.0

There are many problems within the Music Information
Research discipline which are based on audio content and
require reliable and versatile software tools for automated
music analysis. Following the research necessities, different audio analysis tools tailored for MIR have been developed and used by academic researchers within the last
fifteen years. These tools include the popular MIRtoolbox [39] and MARSYAS [69], jAudio [48], jMIR [47],
Aubio [11], LibXtract [12], yaafe, 1 Auditory Toolbox [60],
and CLAM Music Annotator [2]. Furthermore, a number

We present Essentia 2.0, an extensive open-source library
for audio analysis and audio-based music information retrieval released under the Affero GPL 6 license and wellsuited for both research and industrial applications. 7 In
its core, Essentia is comprised of a reusable collection of
algorithms to extract features from audio. The available algorithms include audio file input/output functionality, standard digital signal processing (DSP) building blocks, filters, generic algorithms for statistical characterization, and
spectral, temporal, tonal and high-level music descriptors.
The library is written in C++, which provides considerable
performance benefits. Importantly, it also includes Python
bindings to facilitate the usage of the library for the users
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who are familiar with the matlab/python environment. Using Essentia’s dedicated python modules, one can rapidly
get familiar with the available algorithms and design research experiments, explore and analyze data on-the-fly. In
addition, the majority of the MIR descriptors’ algorithms
are wrapped into a Vamp 8 plugin and can be used with the
popular Sonic Visualiser software [13] for visualization of
music descriptors.
The design of Essentia is focused on robustness, time
and memory performance, and ease of extensibility. The
algorithms are implemented keeping in mind the use-case
of large-scale computations on large music collections. One
may develop his own executable utility with a desired processing flow using Essentia as a C++ library. Alternatively
a number of executable extractors are included with Essentia, covering a number of common use-cases for researchers, for example, computing all available music descriptors for an audio track, extracting only spectral, rhythmic, or tonal descriptors, computing predominant melody
and beat positions, and returning the results in yaml/json
data formats.
Essentia has been in development for more than 6 years
incorporating the work of more than 20 researchers and
developers through its history. The 2.0 version contains
the latest refactoring of the library, including performance
optimization, simplified development API, and a number
of new descriptors such as the state-of-the-art beat tracking [16, 74, 75] and predominant melody detection [56] algorithms. In addition, Essentia can be optionally complemented with Gaia, 9 a library released under the same license, which allows to apply similarity measures and classifications on the results of audio analysis, and generate
classification models that Essentia can use to compute highlevel description of music. Gaia is a C++ library with
python bindings for working with points in high-dimensional
spaces, where each point represents a song and each dimension represents an audio feature. It allows to create
datasets of points, apply transformations (gaussianization,
principal component analysis, relevant component analysis, classification with support vector machines), and compute custom distance functions. The functionality of Gaia
can be used to implement search engines relying on item
similarity of any kind (not limited to music similarity).
3. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The main purpose of Essentia is to serve as a library of
signal-processing blocks. As such, it is intended to provide as many algorithms as possible, while trying to be as
little intrusive as possible. Each processing block is called
an Algorithm, and it has three different types of attributes:
inputs, outputs and parameters. Algorithms can be combined into more complex ones, which are also instances of
the base Algorithm class and behave in the same way. An
example of such a composite algorithm is presented in Figure 1. It shows a composite tonal key/scale extractor based
on [28], which combines the algorithms for frame cutting,
8
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Figure 1. An example of the composite algorithm KeyExtractor combining the algorithms FrameCutter, Windowing, Spectrum, SpectralPeak, HPCP, and the Key algorithm
composite itself.
windowing, spectrum computation, spectral peaks detection, chroma features (HPCP) computation and finally the
algorithm for key/scale estimation from the HPCP (itself a
composite algorithm).
The algorithms can be used in two different modes: standard and streaming. The standard mode is imperative while
the streaming mode is declarative. The standard mode requires to specify the inputs and outputs for each algorithm
and call their processing function explicitly. If the user
wants to run a network of connected algorithms, he/she
will need to manually run each algorithm. The advantage
of this mode is that it allows very rapid prototyping (especially when the python bindings are coupled with a scientific environment in python, such as ipython, numpy, and
matplotlib).
The streaming mode, on the other hand, allows to define a network of connected algorithms, and then an internal scheduler takes care of passing data between the algorithms inputs and outputs and calling the algorithms in
the appropriate order. The scheduler available in Essentia is optimized for analysis tasks, and does not take into
account the latency of the network. For real-time applications, one could easily replace this scheduler with another
one that favors latency over throughput. The advantage of
this mode is that it results in simpler and safer code (as
the user only needs to create algorithms and connect them,
there is no room for him to make mistakes in the execution
order of the algorithms), and in lower memory consumption in general, as the data is streamed through the network
instead of being loaded entirely in memory (which is the
usual case when working with the standard mode).
Even though most of the algorithms are available for
both the standard and streaming mode, the code that implements them is not duplicated as either the streaming version of an algorithm is deduced/wrapped from its standard
implementation, or vice versa.
4. ALGORITHMS
In this section we briefly review the most important algorithms included in the library. The interested reader is referred to the documentation for a complete reference for
all available algorithms. 10 A great part of them computes
a variety of low-level, mid-level, and high-level descrip10
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tors useful for MIR. In addition there are tools for working
with audio input/output and processing, and gathering data
statistics.
4.1 Audio input/output and filtering
Essentia has a variety of audio loaders to provide a very
convenient way to load audio files from disk. These loaders output the stream of stereo or mono samples using the
FFmpeg 11 /Libav 12 libraries. Almost all existing audio
formats are supported, and additionally audio can be loaded
from video files or even Flash files. It is possible to downmix a file to mono, resample it, trim the audio to a given
start/end time, normalize the resulting samples using a given
ReplayGain 13 value, and apply an Equal-loudness filter 14
to the resulting audio. A special loader reads the metadata tags stored in the given file (e.g., ID3 tags). Essentia
can also write audio files to any format supported by FFmpeg/Libav, and may add beeps to the audio according to the
given (onset) time positions.
In addition, Essentia provides algorithms for basic processing of audio streams: it allows to apply replay gain,
frame cutting, windowing, resampling, FFT, auto-correlation
computation, etc. A variety of audio filters are implemented
in Essentia, including the generic IIR filtering, first and
second order low/band/high/all-pass filtering and band rejection, DC component removal, moving average filter, and
the filter approximating an equal-loudness curve.
4.2 Spectral descriptors
A variety of algorithms for computation of low-level spectral descriptors is included. In particular, they compute:

4.3 Time-domain descriptors
A number of algorithms for computation of time-domain
descriptors are included. They compute the total duration
and the duration of the perceptually meaningful part of
the signal above a certain energy level [51], Zero-crossing
rate [51], and loudness estimations based on the Stevens’
power law [65], the LARM model [59], the Equivalent
sound level (Leq) [64], and the Vickers’ model [70].
4.4 Tonal descriptors
A number of algorithms for computation of tonal descriptors are included. In particular, they provide:
• the pitch salience function of a signal, the estimation of the fundamental frequency of the predominant melody by the MELODIA algorithm [56], and
the pitch estimation by the YinFFT method [11];
• the Harmonic Pitch-Class Profile (HPCP) of a spectrum (also called chroma features) [28], the tuning
frequency [27], the key and the scale of a song [28];
• the sequence of chords present in a song [28], chords
histogram, chords change rate, key and scale of the
most frequent chord;
• the tristimulus [51] and the ratio of a signal’s odd to
even harmonic energy [44] computed based on harmonic peaks;
• the tonic frequency of the lead artist in Indian art
music [55];
• a set of descriptors derived from high-resolution (10
cents) HPCP features related to tuning system or scale
and used for comparative analysis of recordings from
Western and non-Western traditions [29].
4.5 Rhythm descriptors

• the energy of the given frequency band or the set
of bands of a spectrum, the Bark band energies [51]
of a spectrum, the Mel band energies and the Melfrequency cepstral coefficients of a spectrum using
the MFCC-FB40 algorithm [21];
• the ERB band energies of a spectrum [49] and the
Gammatone feature cepstral coefficients [58] similar
to MFCCs;
• the Linear Predictive Coding coefficients and the associated reflection coefficients [43];
• the spectral flux [17, 68];
• the high-frequency content (HFC) measure [33, 45],
the roll-off frequency of a spectrum [51], and the
spectral contrast feature [1];
• the spectral peaks and the spectral complexity [41],
the inharmonicity and dissonance measures [51, 52],
and the Strong Peak of a spectrum [23];
• the stereo panorama distribution [30];
• spectral whitening based on spectrum envelope estimation in [54].
11
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A number of the algorithms are related to a rhythmic representation of the audio signal. They include:
• the beat tracker based on the complex spectral difference feature [16], the multifeature beat tracker [74,
75] (which combines 5 different beat trackers taking into account the maximum mutual agreement between them), and the beat tracker based on the BeatIt
algorithm [22];
• an extractor of the locations of large tempo changes
from a list of beat ticks;
• the statistics of the BPM histogram of a song;
• the novelty curve for the audio signal, and the BPM
distribution and tempogram based in it [25];
• onset detection functions for the audio signal including HFC [33, 45], Complex-Domain spectral difference [4] and its simplified version [10], spectral flux
and Mel-bands based spectral flux [18], overall energy flux [38], spectral difference measured by the
modified information gain, and the beat emphasis
function [15], and the list of onsets in the audio signal given a list of detection functions [10];
• rhythm transform [26] (kind of the FFT of the MFCC
representation);
• beat loudness (the loudness of the signal on windows
centered around the beat locations).

4.6 SFX descriptors
A number of the algorithms are intended to be used with
short sounds instead of full-length music tracks. They return the logarithm of the attack time for the sound, a measure of whether the maximum/minimum value of a sound
envelope is located towards its beginning or end, the pitch
salience, the normalized position of the temporal centroid
of a signal envelope, the Strong Decay [23], the estimation
of flatness of a signal envelope and descriptors based on its
derivative.
4.7 Other high-level descriptors
In addition to the low-level descriptors, Essentia also contains the following mid- and high-level descriptors:
• the “danceability” of a song based on the Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis [67], the intensity of the input audio signal (relaxed, moderate, or aggressive),
and the dynamic complexity related to the dynamic
range and the amount of fluctuation in loudness [66];
• the fade-ins/fade-outs present in a song and audio
segmentation using the Bayesian Information Criterion [24];
• the principal component analysis and Gaia transformations to a set of descriptors, in particular, classification using the models pre-trained in Gaia. Currently, the following classifier models are available:
musical genre (4 different databases), ballroom music classification, moods (happy, sad, aggressive, relaxed, acoustic, electronic, party), western/non-western
music, live/studio recording, perceptual speed (slow,
medium, fast), gender (male/female singer), dark/bright
timbre classification, and speech/music. The approximate accuracies of these models are presented in [5].
4.8 Statistics
The algorithms for computing statistics over an array of
values, or some kind of aggregation, are also provided.
These algorithms allow to compute:
• the mean, geometric mean, power mean, median of
an array, and all its moments up to the 5th-order, its
energy and the root mean square (RMS);
• flatness, crest and decrease of an array, typically used
to characterize the spectrum [51];
• variance, skewness, kurtosis of a probability distribution, and a single Gaussian estimate for the given
list of arrays (returns the mean array, its covariance
and inverse covariance matrices).
4.9 Extractors
As Essentia algorithms can themselves be composed of
multiple algorithms, a few useful extractors have been written as algorithms. Given an audio track, they compute the
loudness, the tuning frequency, all tonal information (key,
scale, chords sequence, chords histogram, etc), the BPM
and beat positions of a music track as well as other rhythmrelated features, a variety of low-level features with/without

an applied equal-loudness filter, and the overall track description with the majority of the available low-level, midlevel and high-level features.
In addition, a number of executable extractors are included with the library as examples of its application. These
standalone examples can be used straight away for batch
computation of descriptors with no need to dive into the
API of the library. They include a number of specific extractors (predominant melody, beat tracking, key, MFCCs,
etc.) as well as generic extractors returning the majority
of the available descriptors in yaml/json formats. For industrial applications, one may need to decide on the descriptors and type of processing required, and implement
his own extractor.

5. APPLICATIONS
Essentia has served in a large number of research activities conducted at Music Technology Group since 2006. It
has been used for music classification [6, 71, 72], and in
particular for mood classification [40, 41], semantic autotagging [61, 73], music similarity and recommendation [5,
6, 9, 14], visualization and interaction with music [5, 6, 34,
42, 63], sound indexing [31, 32, 53], detection of musical instruments in polyphonies [19], cover detection [57],
instrument solo detection [20], and acoustic analysis of
stimuli for neuroimaging studies [37]. Currently, it is actively used within the CompMusic 15 research project [35,
36]. The systems based on Essentia/Gaia have been enrolled in the the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation
eXchange (MIREX) campaigns for the tasks of music classification [71,72], music similarity [7,8], autotagging [62],
and beat detection [3], and they have usually ranked among
the best ones.
Essentia and Gaia have been used extensively in a number of research projects, 16 including the CANTATA EU
(recommendation system for music videos), SALERO EU
(search engine for sound effects), PHAROS EU (music
search and recommendation), Buscamedia, PROSEMUS
and DRIMS (automated low-level and high-level semantic
description of music), and SIEMPRE EU [46] (audio analysis for multimodal databases of music performances).
Furthermore, previous versions of Essentia have been
exploited for industrial applications: it has been used in the
non-commercial sound service Freesound 17 (large-scale
content-based search of sound recordings), industrial products by BMAT 18 and Stromatolite 19 (music recommendation), Yamaha’s BODiBEAT (automatic playlist generation for runners), and Steinberg’s LoopMash (audio-based
sample matching for music production).
In addition to the off-line audio analysis we expect our
library to be potential for real-time applications. However
15
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not all of the present algorithms can be used for such applications due to their computational complexity.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a cross-platform open-source library for
audio analysis and audio-based music information research
and development, Essentia 2.0. The library is versatile and
may suit the needs of both researchers within MIR community and the industry. In our future work we will focus
on expanding the library and the community of users, We
plan to add new music descriptors, in particular, adding
new semantic categories to the set of high-level classifierbased descriptors, and update the library for real-time applications. All active Essentia users are encouraged to contribute to the library.
The detailed information about Essentia is located at the
official web page. 20 It contains the complete documentation for the project including the installation instructions.
The source code is available at the official Github repository. 21
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